Previous studies have shown that the morphology of a neuron can affect its firing pattern \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. Specifically, some neuronal morphologies tend to favour bursting, where short sequences of spikes are interspersed with pauses in firing \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. This type of bursting behaviour has been observed in cerebellar Purkinje cells (PCs), and previous work on associative memory in PCs has shown that the generation of burst-pause sequences can be important for information storage in the cerebellum \[[@B3]\]. These results have implications for the coding of information in the brain, but they are specific to one particular neuron with a highly specialised morphology. In this study we therefore use a general approach to optimise generic neuronal structures for pattern recognition, while analysing how their morphology influences their firing pattern.

To study how the ability of a neuron to perform pattern recognition depends on morphology, we have built a genomic representation of neuronal models, focusing as a first objective on optimising dendritic architectures. The optimization process uses an evolutionary algorithm and involves four steps. Firstly, genotypes are generated, which specify binary tree structures \[[@B4]\]. Secondly, the genotype is expressed as a model neuron phenotype, in which the branching pattern is derived from the genotype, and which is then converted to a multi-compartmental model written in NEURON simulation code. Thirdly, the fitness values are assessed by evaluating the pattern recognition performance. Finally, genetic variation is introduced, using a process where the genes are modified by crossover and mutation operators. Unlike previous work that focussed on generating a subset of realistic neuronal morphologies for specific computational tasks \[[@B5]\], our representation ensures that the algorithm can generate the set of all possible morphologies for a specific number of terminal branches. The fitness function evaluates pattern recognition performance as described previously \[[@B3],[@B6]\], by storing a number of input patterns based on changing synaptic weights and quantifying the ability of the model to distinguish the set of stored patterns from a set of novel patterns. The discrimination between stored and novel patterns is evaluated for different features of the spike response and quantified by calculating a signal-to-noise ratio. The evolved artificial neuronal morphologies are compared with reconstructed morphologies from real neurons. An extension of the work involves optimizing other neuronal features such as types and distributions of ion channels and the spatial structure of inputs in patterns.
